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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [I] we outlined a method for analyzing the linear integral 
operator defined by 
Tf(x) = f (y)  r(y) dt dy, 0 < r(y) < 1. (1.1) 
-a Iz-~l t -- -- 
'This operator is important in the theories of neutron transport [2] and of 
radiative transfer [3] in isotropic media. For special functions r, we gave 
upper bounds for two of the eigenvalues of T, thereby providing lower 
bounds for the critical dimensions of spherical and slab reactors. The 
purpose of this paper is to give a more detailed analysis of T and its. 
eigenvalues. 
Various methods are available for estimating the maximal eigenvalue 
~(T) of T. One can make use of the fact that T is a positive operator to whieh 
the Perron-Frobenius-Jentzsch theory [4] can be applied to obtain upper 
and lower bounds for 7t(T). Also T can be analyzed by the Raleigh-Ritz 
method [5] as a compact self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space to give 
lower bounds on ~(T). Still another approach is to consider T as an approxi- 
mate inverse for a diffusion operator, with boundary conditions so chosen 
as to give the same spectral radius [2]. Other methods such as that of 
Berber-Wilson and of spherical harmonics have been developed [2]. 
In this study we make use of Raleigh-Ritz methods, positive operator 
methods and diffusion equation techniques. We analyze T by relating it to 
a one-parameter family Tu(0 < t~ _< 1) of inverses of simple diffusion opera- 
tors. The T/~(0 </L  < 1) are compact self-adjoint operators, and if r is 
simple enough their spectral resolutions can be expressed in terms of elemen- 
tary functions. The fact that the T u "almost commute" results in good 
upper bounds on two of the eigenvalues of T. 
The spectral resolutions of the T/~(0 </z  ~ 1) also give a representation 
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of T which may be useful in numerical computations ince it provides a 
method for avoiding the logarithmic singularity evident in the kernel of T 
as represented by (1.1). In addition, for r = 1 this representation suggests a
good choice of functions for obtaining lower bounds on eigenvalues by the 
Raleigh-Ritz method. 
The theory is developed in Section I I  and applied to reactors with cores 
and reflectors in Section I I I .  This is further specialized in Section IV to the 
bare sphere and slab. Finally, in the last section upper and lower bounds 
on eigenvalues are compared numerically over a range of the dimension 
variable. These give upper and lower bounds for the critical dimensions 
for bare, homogeneous spherical and slab reactors. These bounds are sur- 
prisingly good considering the ease with which they are obtained. 
It is not the intent of this paper to give critically determinations that have 
never before been made. Rather our intent is to present a simple, and appar- 
ently new way, of studying the operator T of (1.1). Mathematically we 
represent T as the integral of a one-parameter family of operators. This 
corresponds physically to analysing these reactors as one-parameter families 
of cones or rods. Criticality of the reactor demands criticality of at least one 
of these rods. Our estimates are more subtle than this, but conceivably this 
type of analysis can be extended to more complicated problems, although 
we have not yet attempted it. 
I I .  THE TRANSPORT EQUATION 
We shall consider a slab reactor which is infinite in two dimensions and 
of finite thickness. We assume that the neutrons have constant energy and 
that the collision-fission process is isotropic. The slab is to be surrounded 
by a perfect absorber. 
We assume that the physical properties of the slab depend only on the 
variable x, --  a < x < a, measured from the center of the slab normal to the 
plane stratification. The steady-state neutron angular distribution 4J will 
then depend only on x and the variable/~ = cos 0, 0 < 0 < 7r, which deter- 
mines directions with the x-axis. 
The steady-state equation for ~b is [2,3] 
tz ~b @ ~b(x, v) dr, (2.1) ~(x) ~ (x, ~) + ~(x, ~) = f l  
--1 
and the boundary conditions on ~b are that no neutrons enter the faces, i.e., 
¢( - -  a, ~) = ¢(a, - -  ~) --  0, 0 < ~ <,1. (2.2) 
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In (2.1), c(x) is the average number of neutrons produced per collision, 
and a(x) is the total cross section; both quantities referring to the plane of the 
slab specified by x. The theory will be developed in this section for any 
bounded, positive, even functions c and a on --  a < x < a. We require c 
and a to be even functions for the convenience of treating slab and spherical 
reactors at the same time. 
Of course, (2.1) and (2.2) have a nontrivial solution only when c, or, and a 
satisfy certain conditions. We attempt to determine these conditions by 
first reducing (2.1) and (2.2) to an integral equation. 
The neutron flux (energy density in radiative transfer) is defined by 
1 
e(~)=-f ~(~,e)d~. 
- -1  
(2.3) 
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) lead to an integral equation for p, which after the 
change of variables 
f t(x) = ~(y) dy (2.4) 0 
is easily shown to be 
c f l f  ~ p(t) = ~- Jo 3_~ e-l~-*r/, r(s) p(s) ds dl~ (2.5) 
Here C and r are defined by 
C = sup< c(x), 
- -a~x a 
~(x) = c(x) 
c -< 1, (2.6) 
and the quantity ~ is given by 
a 0 
o~ = 
, /  
0 " )  ~a  
since a is an even function on [--  a, a]. 
For brevity we introduce the notation 
and 
(2.7) 
fo; 1 e - I t -s l`~ r(s)f(s) ds, (2.8) T~,rf(t ) ~ -~ 
(2.9) 
When r --= 1 we shall simply write T/~ and T (known in the theory of radiative 
transfer as the "truncated Hopf operator ~2~"). 
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The meaning of the integral in (2.9) will be made precise below in a theo- 
rem. That the operators in (1.1) and (2.9) are.equivalent follows upon an 
interchange of order of integration. The above representation relates T, to 
the operators T,.r, each of which describes the transport of neutrons in a 
rod with mean free path/~. 
The determination of a solution p J- 0 to (2.5) is an eigenvalue problem 
for the operator Tr. To study the spectral properties of T, we consider it as 
an operator in the real Hilbert space H~ of real valued functions on [--  ~, ~], 
in which the inner product is defined by 
f 
~ 
(Lg)r  = f ( t )g(t)r ( t )  dt. (2.10) 
- -6  
Now, two differentiations of (2.8) show that F ~ T , . r f  solves the differen- 
tial equation 
2 d2F" " 
F(t) --  iz ~i ~ (t) = r(t)f(t), (2.11) 
with boundary conditions 
F( - -  a) dF dF 
----/, ~ / -  ( - -  a), F( : )  --/~ - j r  (a). (2.12) 
With these observations one can easily demonstrate [6]: 
LEMMA 1. For 0 < I~ G 1 and r ~ 1, T~, is a bounded self-adjoint operator 
on H which is compact and positive definite. The eigenfunctions qJ~ and eigen- 
values A~ (in order of decreasing magnitude) are given by 
1 ~_,(~) = c o s  ~,  ;~_~ - 
1 + (tLfi~) 2' 
1 
~v2~(x ) = sin y~x, 12k --  (1 + t,y~) 2' k = 1, 2, "-', (2.13) 
where the flk and ya are the respective roots (in increasing order of magnitude) of 
/~fl tan aft = 1, 
(+)  /~7' tan ay --  = 1. (2.14) 
In the next section we shall investigate a class of functions r for which we 
can exhibit eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. However, the most we can 
say for general nonnegative functions r is 
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LEMMA 2. For 0 < t z < 1 and r ~ O, T~.~ is a bounded self-adjoint 
operator on H which is compact and positive definite. I f  A~(tz , r) denotes the 
nth eigenvalue of T,,~, then for two functions rz ~ 0 and r~ ~ O, r~ > r2 implies 
~.(~, r~) >_ ~(t', r~). 
PROOF. It is obvious that T.,~ is bounded, self-adjoint and compact on 
H.. To show positive definiteness we observe 
(T~,~f,f)~ = (T, rf, rf) > 0 (2.15) 
by Lemma 1. 
Let 9i denote the ith eigenfunction of T;,~. Then in the usual manner 
[5, pp. 237-238] 
(L . , l f ,  f ) , l  
An+l(/Z, rl) = max 
(L..,g, g)., 
max 
(g. ~,)~=o (g, g)~ 
i=1,,,-,~, 
A~+~(~, r2). (2.16) 
This completes the proof. 
The Banach space of bounded linear operators on H~ to H~ is denoted by 
g(H,r). I f  r is bounded and measurable on [--  ~, ~], then multiplication by r 
defines a bounded operator on H~ which we designate by rI, where I is the 
identity operator. At /x = 0 we define To. ~, by 
To, ~ --= rI. (2.17) 
We now have 
LEMMA 3. The positive definite, self-adjoint operators T,,~ are the values of 
a function defined on [0, 1] which is continuous in the uniform operator topology 
of g(H~) for 0 < t~ <_ 1 and continuous in the strong topology of ~(H~) for 
0 ~ tz <_ 1. Also Tmr is compact except at t* = O. 
PRooF. (a) We first consider = 1. Then if 0 < ix, v _< 1, it is a simple 
computation to show 
(/z ~ v) z + (e_2~/u e_2~/,,) 2 II T~ -- T, [1~ < 2~v (~ + ~) 1 _ . (2.18) 
This proves continuity in the uniform norm for 0 </~ ~< 1. 
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I f f  and df/dt are absolutely continuous with dZf/dt ~ in H and i f f  vanishes 
outside a compact subset of [--  a, a], then by (2.11) and properties of T 
d 2 df f  _ r2  df f  (2.19) 
[l (I - -  r , )  f ]l = lz z -di~ T , , f  = r 2 T~ Ttt- £ < ~[fi~ • 
Since the set of such functions f is dense in H and since [[ I - -  T u [[ = 1, it 
follows easily that lim u + 0 Tu = I in the strong topology of d~(H). 
(b) Now let r be a measurable function satisfying 0 g r g 1. With the 
facts T~. , f  = Tu(rf) , 0 <_ r <_ 1, and (rf, rf) < ( f i f ) , ,  it is a simple com- 
putation to show 
11 T,,~ --  T~,~ 11 < ]1 T~ -- T~ It, 0 < r,  v < 1. (2.20) 
Continuity follows by (a). This completes the proof. 
The operators Tv,~ for 0 < r --< 1 do not commute, so we do not obtain a 
spectral resolution of Tr from one for the Tm~. However, we do obtain a 
representation of T~, which we shall consider in more detail in Section IV 
for r ~ 1, i.e., 
1 
; ~ h,(r) E,(r)  dr, (2.21) T, 
0 "a=l 
where the E~(r) are projections. 
We have required that r be an even function. Therefore the space H,  can 
be written as the direct sum of orthogonal subspaces H i and H ° of even 
and odd functions respectively. 
We now have 
THEOREM. The operator T~ is a bounded self-adjoint operator in H r which 
is compact and positive definite. A decomposition of T~ is furnished by the 
orthogonal subspaces H~. and H °. The maximal eigenvalues he for T r on H~ 
and Ao for T~ on H ° satisfy I 
1 
he _< f ~l(r, r) dr, 
0 
1 
~o < f ~2(r, r) d~, 
0 
(2.22) 
where Al(r, r) and h~(r, r) are the first and second eigenvalues of Tu, ~. An  eigen- 
1 It would appear that Ao is the second eigenvalue of T~ [2, Chap. VIII]. The author 
has been unable either to find or to construct a proof of this fact. 
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function ~oe for Ae can be chosen to be even and nonnegative. An eigenfunction 
cpo for Ao can be chosen to be an odd function which is nonnegative on [0, c~]. 
A sufficient condition for the eigenvalues Ae and Ao to be simple is that r be uni- 
formly positive. 
PROOF. By Lemma 3 the operators Tu, ~ are the values of a function which 
is bounded on [0, 1] and continuous on (0, 1] in the uniform topology of 
ff(Hr). Therefore a bounded operator T~ is defined by 
1 
(2.23) 
m/ 0 
where the integral is defined as the uniform limit of Riemann sums. Since the 
T~,~ are self-adjoint and positive definite, the same is true of T r, 
We can prove compactness of T~, in several ways. If in defining the Riemann 
sums which approximate T~ we never use T0,.r, then these Riemann sums 
will be compact. Since the uniform limit of compact operators is compact 
[7, p. 49], T r is compact. Equally simple is a proof using the definition of a 
compact operator T~ as one which defines by (T,,f, g)~ a weakly continuous 
function o f f  and g [5, p. 206]. The weak continuity of (T~.rf, g)r and the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem prove weak continuity of (T~,f, g)~ 
for T, of (2.23). 
Each of the T¢,.,. leaves invariant he subspaces He and H~, and hence so 
does Tr. This is a result of the fact that r is an even function. Contained in 
H e is the cone of nonnegative functions (in the usual sense of almost every- 
where). This cone is invariant under each Tf~.r and hence under T r. Therefore 
T,, is compact and positive in the sense that it leaves invariant he positive 
cone. The Perron-Frobenius-Jentszch theory [4, 8] of such operators hows 
that the maximal eigenvalue of T, is of finite multiplicity and has an associated 
eigenfunction which is nonnegative. This eigenvalue is Ae, the eigenfunction 
is 9e and we have shown 
~to __< ;~e (2.24) 
It is easily shown that the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of T~ on H~ 
are in one-to-one correspondence with those of the operator derived from the 
transport equation in spherical geometry 
f l  1 f~ (e-t'-~l/. -- e-'+~/~)f(s) r(s) ds d/x, (2.25) Srf(t ) -= o~ o 
which operates in the Hilbert space of functions defined on [0, ~]. Clearly S~ 
is also a positive operator and its maximal eigenvalue has an associated 
eigenfunction which is nonnegative. The eigenvalue is Ao and the eigenfunc- 
tion of T~ is %. 
It is also shown in the theory of positive operators that uniform positivity 
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of the kernel of an integral operator implies simplicity of the maximal eigen- 
value. (For weaker conditions see [4, 8].) This is true here provided r is a 
positive function. 
We have used the theory of positive operators to characterize the eigen- 
values he and ~o. We can compute them by the Raleigh-Ritz method and 
obtain 
1 
max f (Te.~.f,f)~dl~ he= 
( f ' f ) r  =J- 0 
1 1 
f max (r~,.rf, f), dl~ = ( }q(t z,r) dlz, (2.26) < 
3 0 (Y"f)r=l "] 0 
~md 
1 
max f (T~.~f,f)~d~ Ao---- 
0",J')~,=l o 
Je l l  o 
1 
< f t2(/z, r) d~. (2.27) 
0 
This completes the proof. 
The observation is made in the above proof that ;~o and % are related to 
the spherical reactor. We have a physical interpretation of Theorem 1 as: 
COROLLARY. Let c(x) be the average number of neutrons produced per 
collision in a nuclear reactor. The thickness (diameter) 2a of a critical slab 
(spherical) reactor is underestimated by solving 
f° = ,~(x) dx  o 
for a, where a satisfies 
i 
C | )tl(/z , r, ~) d/z = 1 for a slab, 
d o 
1 
C f }t~(/z, r ~) d/L = 1 for a sphere. (2.28) 
o 
Here Cr(x) =-- c(x) and the dependence of t~ and )~2 on ~ has been specifically 
indicated. 
I I I .  CoRE AND REFLECTOR 
We now apply the results of Section I I  to slab and spherical reactors with a 
homogeneous core surrounded by a homogeneous reflector. This amounts 
to a consideration of the class of functions r and a specified by 
~(x) = ~l(x), r ( . )  = 1 for Ix  I -< b, 
e(x)=a2(x), r (x )=r<l  for b<[a[  <a.  (3.1) 
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We transform to the variable t defined in (2.4) on the intervaI 
- -A  <t<A.  Then 
b 
r(x) = ] for o ~ I t l ~ B = f ~(x) dx, 
0 fo 
r(x) = r < 1 for B < ] t I < A = a(x) dx. (3.2) 
0 
To estimate the eigenvalues )te and )t o by (2.22) we have to compute AI(/z , r) 
and )t2(tz, r). By (2.11) and (2.12) this amounts to a determination of the two 
largest values of )t which determine nontrivial solutions to 
4(t)  __ Iz 2 d24(t) r(t)  
dt 2 - -  A 4(t) ,  
4( -  A) = ~4'(--  n), 4(n)  = -- ~4'(n). (3.3) 
In addition to the boundary conditions we require that 4 and d4/dt be 
continuous across interfaces. 
We first substitute in (3.3) 
1 
A - -  1 + (t~fl) 2" (3.4) 
Then 
with 
dZ4 = 0 for 0 < /324 + 7f f  
d~ -- 0 for B < k24 dt ~ 
t l~B 
t l ~ A, (3.5) 
(~k)  2 = 1 - ,  - r (~/3)~,  (3.6) 
which may be positive or negative. 
For 41 and 42, corresponding to 11 and A2, we seek solutions of the form 
41=cos  fit, 42=s in f i t  for 0~l t l~B,  
t 
41=Cs inhk( t  o - l t l), 42 = C-~]  s inh k(t  o - ] t [) 
for B<[t I<A.  (3.7) 
The boundary and interface conditions determine the constants C, to, and ft. 
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We omit details and state the results in terms of the constants A and B. 
For  the slab 
1 
Ae _< at, (3.8) 
o 1 -k (IT/3) 2 
with/3 the smallest root of 
1 + k tanh [h (A  - -  B)] 
/3 tan f iB  = k k + tanh [k (A  - -  B)] ' 
(tzk) z = 1 - -  r - -  r(tz)/3 2 (3.9) 
It  is easily shown that in (3.9) h 2 < 0. 
For  the Sphere :  
A o _< (3.10) 
o 1 + (tzT) z d/~ 
with 7 the smallest root of 
1 +/~h tanh [k (A  - -  B)] 
- -  7 cot 7B = h 
/xh + tanh [k (A  - -  B)] ' 
(t~k) z = 1 - -  r - -  r(tzT) ~. (3.11) 
It follows that in this last formula k can be considered real as long as 
/z~r < 2B %/(1 - - r ) / r ,  
Because of the nonlinear elation between k and/3 (or 7) there seems to 
be no simplification of these quadratures in general. Howeyer, for infinite 
reflectors a partial reduction to elementary functions can be  made by a 
change of the variable of integration. 
We consider the limiting forms of (3.9) and (3.11) as a---~oo. Since k is 
real in (3.9) we find easily 
"B" 
/,/3 tan f iB  = [1 - -  r - -  r(~fi)~] a/2, 0 </3B < ~- .  (3.12) 
A more delicate analysis hows that in the limit (3.11) becomes 
qT 
- -  ~7 cot 7B = [1 - -  r - -  r(/xT)2] l/g, -~- ~ 7B ~ qr, 
for (/~Ir ]2<l_ r  
\2B  ] r 
•/i--r [/z~r ]~ 1 - - r  for > (3.13) /1,7 = r \ 2B ] - -  r 
With these limiting forms we change variables of integration in (3.8) and 
in (3.10) to obtain the following results. 
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Homogeneous Core with Infinite Homogeneous Reflector: 
A(slab) < 1 - -  (1 - -  r) cos 2 t + B(1 - -  r) a/2 f,,/2 sin 2s ds 
ot (r + tan 2s) 1/2 s 
t tan t = [(1 -- r) (B) ~ -- rt~] 1/2, 
b 
0 <t  < 2 ;  th ickness of core = 2b, B = f ~(x)Ux, (3.14) 
0 
A(sphere) < 1 - -  (1 - -  r) sin ~ t + 2B(1 - -  r) a/2 f'~ sin ~ s ds 
t (1 +7~an2s)  1/2 7 ' 
- -  t cot t - -  [(1 - -  r)(B) ~ -- rtZ] 1/~, 
~r 2B ~/1  r 
~-  < t < rr, if 1 < - -  , (3.15) 
r 
i f  
+ 2B(1 - -  r) 3/2 f~ sin~s ds 
~/z (1 + r tan 2 s) 1/2 s ' 
i -  f° 2B 1 - -  r < 1 ; d iameter  of core = 2b, B = a(x) dx. 7r r 0 
I f  we set r = 0 in (3.14) and in (3.15) a~nd change notat ion  f rom B to c~ and 
f rom b = a, we obta in the results. 
Bare Homogeneous Slab and Sphere: 
A(slab) < sin~- t +a  [in ~tt + Ci (~) -  Ci(2t)], 
~7 
t tan t = a, 0 < t < ~ ; th ickness = 24. (3.16) 
[ 2~r Ci(27r) + Ci(z~ + 2t)] h(sphere) < sin 2 t + c~ ln~- + 2t 
) ~-  + t tan t = c~, 0 < t < 2 ;  d iameter  = 2a. (3.17) 
Here  
o:3 
Ci ( t )=- -  f cosx  dx, 
X f 
~ 
and ~ = a(x) dx. (3.18) 
0 
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IV .  BARE SPHERE AND SLAB 
We turn now to a closer look at the operator T for a bare homogeneous 
slab. We shall compute lower bounds for Z. and ;~o, which in the following 
section will be compared numerically with the upper bounds obtained in 
Section I I I .  
By Theorem 1 we have 
1 1 
f (T,,fif) d~ < Ae _< f 2@~) d/z, for (f,f) = 1. (4.1) 
o o 
Now by (2.17), for r = 1 ,  
(Toffy) 1 = AI(O ). (4.2) 
We try to obtain a good lower bound in (4.1) by choosing f proportional 
to ~l(/X0) for some 0 </~0 --< 1, so that (TtJ, f) agrees with AI(/~ ) both at 
'/~ = 0 and at/~ = ~0. We then want to choose/x 0 so as to minimize the dif- 
ference of upper and lower bounds in (4.1). Similar remarks can be made for 
A o and A2 relating to the sphere. 
To get some idea of the correct choice of/x 0 we consider the represen- 
tation (2.21) of T. That is, 
1 ao 
f ~¢ A~(I~ ) E~(l~)fdl~, (4.3) 7y 
0 n=l 
where 
(L ~.(,)) 
e, , ( , )  f - (%~(,), ~o.(~)) ~"(~) (4.4) 
and the % and An are given in (2.13). 
For functions f sufficiently regular, say, continuously differentiable, it is 
easily shown that summation and integration can be interchanged in (4.3). 
The functions fi~ and 7k in (2.13) are monotone functions of/z. A change of 
variable of integration in each term from/~ to fi~ or 71~ gives the following 
representation of T 
_ ~ [~,~ 1/~),~ . . 
(4.5) 
Here fik and 7k are the roots in increasing Order ofmagnitude of 
and  tan(  (4.6) 
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and 
A(/3) = cos t dt, fc~ Bff) = _<<sin (--~-) f(,) d,. (4.7) 
We also have 
(4 .8 )  
Now in (4.8) it follows from T o ~ I that 
[A=(( h - -  ½)~) + B2(k~r)] = ~ (4.9) 
independent off,  ( f , f )  - -  1. In (4.8), the factors 1/fl and 1/y in the integrands 
suggest he following choices o f f  to give lower bounds (Tf, f )  for Ae and Io: 
/e (* )  = 
£(x)  = 
cos  (/3~I~) 
~/=[1 + (sin2fi/2fi)] ' 
sin (7x/o 0 
"V/a[1 --  (sin 2r/2r)] ' 
Tr 
fl tan fl = ~, 0 < /3 < ~- ,  
(4.1o) 
7tan  7 - -  =~,  ~-~<7 Gw. 
This means that we have chosen/x 0 = 1 so that (T , f , f )  = ~I(/.L) at /~ = 0 
and/~ = 1. 
With these choices o f f  we obtain the estimates 
2(slab) > ~ - -  1 
a(2/3 + sin 2/3) 
+ (3 + 2~(~ + 3))E l ( - -  2~)] I , 
(4.11) f l tan f i=~,  O<f i< 2 ~,  
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and 
Here 
A(sphere) ~ (~- -  1) 
_ Y cos2 Y l l _  (y)21n [1 + (~-)=] 
~(2y -- sin 2y) 
47~[e -~" 1 ~ 3) 
+52 (~-½+ + 
+ (3 + 2~(~ + 3)) El(-- 2a)] I , 
ytan 7 - -  =~,  ~- < y <~r. (4.12) 
ui(- t) ~ j~ e-0~ z - -  dx .  
t x 
(4.13) 
These estimates can be improved slightly by the numerical computation of 
certain quadratures which have been estimated to give (4.11) and (4.12). 
We mention the possibility that either (4.3) or (4.5) might be useful in 
numerical computations with the operator T. The usual representation (1.1) 
of T has a kernel with a logarithmic singularity. The representations (4.3) 
and (4.5) give a means of approximating T by simpler operators, and 
since the An are known, truncation errors are easily bounded. 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We conclude with tables of upper and lower estimates for A (slab) and 
a (sphere) based on formulas (3.16), (3.17), (4.11), and (4.12). 2The tables 
contain various values of ~ = ~= a(x) dx, where ~ is the total cross section 
. . .0  
and a is a true phymcal dimension. 
The functions in (4.10) give the lower bounds for A by A > (Tf, f). We 
may interpret these functions as approximations to steady state fluxes: 
~(x) = cos , /3 tan/3 = ~, 0 </3 < ~-, 
( ~(x)  - -  s in  (yxl~) y tan r -- = ~, - -  < r < % 
(5.1) 
sphere. 
The computations were made by Mrs. M. E. Ryan. 
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TABLE I 
A FOR SLAB OF THICKNESS 2a 
fa o~ = o(x) dx Lower (4.11) Upper (3.16) 
o 
0_2 0.383 0.398 
0.4 0.558 0.565 
0.6 0.661 0.667 
0.8 0.730 0.736 
1.0 0.778 0.785 
1.2 0.817 0.821 
1.5 0.855 0.861 
2.0 0.899 0.902 
2.5 0.927 0.929 
3.0 0.943 0_946 
We again remark that the values of the lower bounds in these tables 
can be improved by more elaborate computat ions of (T f ,  f )  using the func- 
tions in (4.10). For  example, this has been done for the slab with ~ = 1 to 
give 
0.781 ~< A(slab, ~ = 1) < 0.785. (5.2) 
TABLE II 
)t FOR SPHERE OF RADIUS a 
oL = a(x) dx Lower (.12) Upper (3.17) 
0 
0.5 0.282 0.321 
1.0 0.498 0.505 
1.5 0.626 0.632 
2.0 0.710 0.718 
2.5 0.774 0.779 
5.0 0.911 0.913 
10.0 0.972 0.973 
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